A unique imaging modality based on Equal Thickness Contours ETC has introduced a new opportunity for 3D shape reconstruction from multiple views. We present a computational framework for representing each view of an object in terms of its object thickness, and then integrating these representations into a 3D surface by algebraic reconstruction. The object thickness is inferred by grouping curve segments that correspond to points of second derivative maxima. At each step of the process, we use some form of regularization to ensure closeness to the original features, as well as neighborhood continuity. W e apply our approach to images of a sub-micron crystal structure obtained through a holographic process.
Introduction
The problem of shape-from-X has been a central research topic in the computer vision community. These include but are not limited to shape from shading 4, 11 , texture 8 , contour 15 , color 2, 1 , etc. These techniques have been applied from images obtained in controlled environments to natural outdoor scenes that may include more than one view. In this paper, we i n troduce a new imaging modality, and the corresponding method for shape recovery that has not yet been addressed by the computer vision community. This is based on equal thickness contour ETC, which is obtained through a holographic process. One imaging source example is holographic electron microscopy of sub-micron crystal structures. Conventional electron microscopy presents projected images with little or no depth information. In contrast, electron holography with coherent illumination provides both magnitude and phase information that can be used to infer object thickness in terms of ETCs from each view of the sample. The holographic images contain interference fringes with spacings, in the best case down to less than an angstrom, where interference is between the transmitted and di racted beams. Similar imaging technique includes satellite radar interferometry, where the phase di erence between two radar returns at two di erent times from the same spatial location is used for change detection 9 . It has been demonstrated that minute geological changes as a result of earthquake o r m o vement in the earth's crust can be recovered with this approach. A simulation of ETCs for a synthetic object is shown in Figure 1 . The main issue is that this mode of representation is inherently ambiguous since objects with completely di erent geometry can produce similar ETCs, as shown in Figure 2 . Thus, multiple views of an object is essential for 3D shape recovery. In practice, however, these images may h a ve l o w contrast, be noisy, contain artifacts, and may h a ve shading; as a result, it is di cult to compute closed contours from these fringe patterns. Figure 3 shows three views of a real crystal structure that will be used for shape recovery. There is a small angle of rotation between di erent views, as re ected by the changes in the fringe patterns. Our method for shape recovery consists of ve steps, some of which build on existing techniques developed in the computer vision community. The protocol for shape recovery is shown in Figure 4 . Dominant features in these images are roof edges corresponding to crease lines; however, it is well-known that it is di cult to extract these features Figure 4 : Protocol for recovering 3D shape from holographic images directly in the presence of scale-change and noise. Here, we have adopted a stepwise re nement of images to extract a desirable representation. The rst step of the process enhances peaks and valleys of the original data with adaptive smoothing. Next, crease points are extracted and grouped on the basis of collinearity and convexity. It is assumed that grouping does not produce closed contours, and an interactive snake i s p r o vided to establish the boundary conditions, based on innermost and outermost fringes 1 . The grouping strategy is very conservative to allow closure of small gaps, and at times it successfully provides closed contours. The contour representation based on lines of second derivative maxima provides the basis for obtaining object thickness at each point in the image. We h a ve developed a regularized approach to computing object thickness, subject to continuity and smoothness constraints. The nal step of our protocol is to integrate object thicknesses obtained from each viewing orientation into a 3D surface representation. The approach is based on a modi cation and extension of the algebraic reconstruction technique 3, 7 , which is essentially a tomographic process.
In the rest of this paper, each step of this computational process is described with results from real data, followed 1 The emphasis is on having a robust system, so that the science project can proceed uninterrupted.
by concluding remarks in Section 6.
Crease Detection
The original images are processed with a variation of adaptive smoothing 12 to enhance the roof edges corresponding to points of local maximum principal curvature. Here, each point in the image is made smoother as a function of its inverse local Laplacian. Hence, when the Laplacian is large, no smoothing is performed.
We h a ve experimented with localization of creases for computation of local curvature maxima based on the rst and second fundamental form, and with maxima computed from the second directional derivative. Although the results appear to be similar subjectively, w e h a ve used the second method due to its simplicity. The main rationale is that computation of curvature involves di erent orders of derivatives and a division operation.
The second derivative along any directionñ can be computed as: fnn = fxxcos 2 + 2 fxysincos + fyysin 2 
Grouping
At the completion of the previous stage, the crease points are linked to form curve segments that are then represented with a series of consecutive line segments. The next step of the computational process is to close the gaps as much as possible to improve the accuracy of shape recovery.
Grouping has been an active area of research in the computer vision community 6, 14 , and we h a ve based our grouping strategy on the work of many other researchers. In general, grouping can be based on collinearity, convexity, and symmetry. Symmetry is a strong constraint, not implemented here in order to evaluate the current constraints for shape recovery the symmetry constraint will be between adjacent contours. There are several steps in the grouping process. These include neighborhood formation, choice of an appropriate cost function, and the search protocol. The neighborhood formation is based on triangulation to ensure that there will be no intersection among various hypotheses. The local cost function between two adjacent line segments is chosen to be: local cost = Li + Lj Gij cos Where 6 Gij Thresh 6 Li, Lj, Gij, and are length of line segment i, length of line segment j, length of gap, and the turning angle between two segments, respectively. The cost function with hard small thresholds is designed to be very conservative and to close gaps based on collinearity. The convexity constraint is a binary test applied during the search process. Actual search procedure is based on a special type of dynamic programming DP for e ciency. DP is essentially a sequential decision-making process. Let P be a set of states, D be a set of possible decisions, F : P D 7 ! F be a cost function, and : P D 7 ! P be a function that maps the current state and a decision into the next state. In a single step, the maximum possible value, starting from state pi, is given by: H1pi = max d2D Fpi; d Figure 5 . The grouping for this example takes less than a second; but the bulk of processing is in establishing the neighborhood relation among nearby line segments. We h a ve augmented our system with a snake model using second derivative features as external forces to ensure that the outer and inner fringes remain closed at this point of the computational process. These two contours provide the boundary conditions for the next step of the process. 
Reconstruction of object thickness
The goal of reconstructing object thickness is to calculate a 2D image in which each point corresponds to the object thickness in a certain direction. First, we will introduce a simple interpolation method between the boundary conditions that were derived earlier. This will serve a s t h e initial condition for re nement based on local contour information. fx;y = d1x; y H + d2x; y 0 d1x;y + d2x;y = d1x; y d1x;y + d2x;y H 11 An example is shown in Figure 6 . 
Thickness gradient
In practice, it is very di cult to extract closed contours, which complicates the reconstruction process. However, local contour segments provide the means for partial correction and updating in a local surface neighborhood. Adjacent contour segments are either parallel or intersect at a small angle. Consider trough T and ridge R contour segments that are adjacent to one another, and assume that from T to R the object thickness decreases by a constant, say 1, on the surface. If T and R are parallel with d distance apart see Figure 7a and the thickness decreases linearly, then the magnitude of gradient for points between T and R is given by: jj 5 fjj = 1 d . On the other hand, if the two segments are not parallel see Figure 7b then for each point p, there should be a curve passing through p that intersects T and R at p1 and p2, respectively. The tangent of this curve is in the direction of thickness gradient, which could also be obtained by tracking the gradient direction from p1 to p2. Since R and T are level set segments, it is easy to show that the normal to these segments at any point and the gradient of object thickness are in the same direction. When R and T are close to each other and the intersection angle between them is small, we can approximate a curve l, passing 
Regularized object thickness construction
The gradient feature, computed in the previous section, is noisy and scale-limited. We h a ve developed a regularized approach for constructing the object thickness fx; y. We This ambiguity originates from the choice of planar t or further interpolation from the inner contour to the center of the mass. This is a higher-level process and can only be resolved at the multiple-view integration. Figure 8 shows the reconstructed object thickness for each view of the object shown in Figure 3 
3D shape recovery
In the preceding section, we developed an approach to recover the object thickness at each point along a certain direction. This is the thickness between front and back surfaces. In this section, we show h o w t o i n tegrate object thickness representation from di erent views into a 3D object. Our method extends the algebraic reconstruction techniques 3, 7 . However, we h a ve a small number of views three in our case and the angles between these views are on the order of 7-8 degrees. The rst step in 3D reconstruction is to align the object thickness representation bases in their location at center of mass. The 3D object boundary is then initialized as a polytope, which corresponds to the intersection of thickness extremes in 3D space. The 3D surface is then iteratively re ned, based on object thickness information from each view. For simplicity, w e present the details of our solution in 2D. Extension to 3D will be given in Appendix A. Let gi; j be the 2D object image. gi; j; i= 0 ; :::;I; j = 0; :::;J; is a discrete image that represents a binary object A and the background A:
gi; j = glk; j = gi1; j i2 , lk + gi2; j lk , i1 18
Thus, p;k is a linear combination of image pixels gi; j; i= 0 ; :::;I; j = 0 ; :::; J. The reconstruction protocol is shown in Figure 10 . The results of shape recovery for a synthetic and real object of Figure 3 are shown in Figures 11 and 12 , respectively. In this paper, we i n troduced an imaging mode, in terms of equal thickness contours, that is being investigated for scienti c studies. Next, we i n troduced a novel approach for shape recovery from multiple views and applied our approach t o i n terference images of a sub-micron crystal structure. Our approach consists of three primary steps. These include 1 image representation in terms of contours corresponding to creases, 2 object thickness representation from contour data, and 3 shape recovery from object thickness obtained from each view. We are currently evaluating the accuracy of our approach with respect to a model system with objective of determining the number of views required to achieve a certain accuracy. F urthermore, since each view can produce up to two possible object thicknesses depending upon how the inner region is lled in we are exploring various ways to select among these hypotheses either during image acquisition or shape recovery. In addition, we plan to apply our method to other interference patterns obtained from natural outdoor scenes.
A 3D algebraic reconstruction
The 3D extension of the algebraic reconstruction of Sec- pn; m 1; m 2 , P n; m 1; m 2
